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In 1974 E. Acquaro linked a group of Punic issues in gold (actually fine electrum), bronze, and billon, with a bull standing r. on the reverse, to a ‘vast political scheme’ promoted by ‘the Barcid family’ in connection with the uprising against Rome led by Hampsicoras in 216 B.C. He asserted that the bull type on these coins, generally believed to be of Sardinian mintage, recalled a similar iconography on the earliest coins of Ebusus and on the Italic *aes signatum* and *aes grave*, while the beardless and diademed male head on the obverse of the billon was related to that on Barcid 3-shekels struck at Carthago Nova before the Second Punic War1. According to Acquaro, this image of the bull was tied to Sardinian religious tradition (an idea already put forth by L. Forteleoni and followed by G. K. Jenkins and R. B. Lewis2) and expressed ‘the new political impetus and far-reaching Mediterranean strategy that the Barcae brought to the renewed conflict with Rome’3. Other scholars have echoed his opinions4.

* It is a joy to hail the scholarly achievements of Suzanne Frey-Kupper, a long-time friend and colleague whose brilliant work enhances our understanding of the use of coinage in the Punic world. Research for this essay was facilitated by a Margo Tytus Fellowship at the University of Cincinnati in 2011, for which I am grateful to Getzel M. Cohen and the University of Cincinnati’s Department of Classics. I also wish to thank Richard Ashton, J. Donal Bateson, Frédérique Duyrat, Bernhard Weisser, and Rick Witschonke, for contributing data, images, and feedback.

1 ACQUARO 1974, p. 106-107; see also ACQUARO 1985.
However, in the notes to the 1989 catalogue of the coins from the Morgantina excavations, and in a 1992 essay, I pointed out that there were close affinities in fabric, weight, style, and control marks between the Sardinian bull-type bronzes and other Sardinian bronzes, bearing three corn ears on the reverse. Jenkins had dated these corn ears issues to the years between 241-238 B.C., when the mercenaries who garrisoned Sardinia rebelled against Carthage (SNG Cop. North Africa 246-252). I also showed that the Sardinian bull type resembles the reverse of bronze coins struck in North Africa by the Libyans during their revolt against Carthage in the same years (Fig. 1). Thus, I suggested, the Sardinian bull coinage probably had nothing to do with the uprising of 216 B.C.: it ought to be assigned instead to the revolt of the mercenaries in Sardinia at the end of the First Punic War. Leading Sardinian specialists have subsequently accepted the back-dating of the bull-type issues, even though its historical implications have not yet been addressed. No consensus has been reached about their chronology, pending a full study of minting activity in Sardinia in 241-238 B.C.

This contribution re-examines the rare electrum coins of the Sardinian bull-type (comprising Jenkins and Lewis’ Group XVII) and aims to clarify their relationship to contemporary Carthaginian and Libyan issues. Known by only six specimens, four of which are illustrated here (Fig. 2-5), these are half shekels bearing the head of a Carthaginian goddess on the obverse, and a bull r. with an 8-ray star and a crescent and pellet symbol on the reverse. They were struck by a pair of obverse dies and a single reverse die, and include two varieties. In the second variety, a new obverse die was

---

8 Only two of the five examples of these coins known to Jenkins and Lewis are illustrated in their monograph: see Jenkins – Lewis 1963, p. 121, nos. 494-1 and 495-1. A new specimen in Berlin’s Staatliche Museum (illustrated in Fig. 5) was described as a half shekel by Baldus 2004, p. 311, no. 76.
used and the Punic letters *mem* and *gimel* were added to the reverse die; its half shekels are lighter in weight and have a lower gold content.

L. Müller attributed them to Sardinia because he was aware of Sardinian finds of bronze and billon issues with a similar reverse type. Yet neither G. Spano (Müller’s principal source of information on finds of Punic coins in Sardinia), nor other Sardinian scholars, could document their provenience. Jenkins and Lewis, whose study of these electrum coins is still the most authoritative, also assigned them to Sardinia and dated them to the uprising of 216 B.C. As Müller had already noted, the presence of the letters *mem* and *gimel* on these half shekels supports an attribution to a mint in Sardinia, since the same pair of letters is found on billon shekels bearing a bull r. on the reverse (‘a parallel issue of silver’, according to Jenkins and Lewis), and on the bronze coins with three corn ears on the reverse, both of Sardinian mintage. Furthermore, Jenkins and Lewis pointed out that ‘although the Punic Tanit head is retained as the obverse type, it is of a most peculiar style, which together with the uncertain quality of the metal and the inaccuracy of the die-alignment are signs of local make’. The gold content of the heavier variety, though, approaches that of the electrum half shekels without mintmarks minted in North Africa in the first phase of the Libyan revolt (Jenkins and Lewis’ ‘Group XI’). This suggests that the heavier and finer Sardinian half shekels were struck in the early stages of the mercenary revolt and may have been intended to circulate alongside the electrum fractions that were already in use in North Africa.

---

9 Even though Jenkins and Lewis stated that a single pair of dies was used for this issue, the lighter half shekels were struck with a new obverse die, featuring a different earring.

10 MüLLER 1861, p. 146-147, no. 7.

11 According to Spano the Sardinian bull type ‘si trova solo in bronzo’, see SPANO 1858, p. 102, no. 36; cf. Bornemann 1900, p. 117-118, and BIROCCHI 1935, p. 147-149. There is no evidence that a half shekel similar to those in Jenkins and Lewis’ ‘Group XVII was found at Tharros (?)’, pace ZUCCA 1988, p. 38, n. 19.

12 MüLLER 1861, p. 147; cf. ACQUARO 1974a, p. 64-66, nos. 1067-1144; SNG Cop., North Africa 385-386. At least three pairs of letters were used for the Sardinian bull-type billon shekels: see MANFREDI 1997, p. 375, nos. 106-108. Examples of these coins have been found in Sardinia at Abbasanta and Tharros: MANFREDI – FRANCISI 1996, p. 63-64; GUIDO 2000, p. 43.


**FIGURE 1:** New York, American Numismatic Society, inv. 1979.189.21; AE 5.423 g, 20.7 mm; 180° (= VISONA 1992, Pl. 28, 12). Size 2:1.

**FIGURE 2:** Glasgow, Hunterian Museum. 3.76 g; 16 mm; 0° (= JENKINS – LEWIS 1963, p. 121, no. 494-2). Incomplete (?) test or perforation holes on both sides. Size 2:1.

**FIGURE 3:** Paris, Cabinet des Médailles 175. 3.75 g; 16 mm; 0° (= JENKINS – LEWIS 1963, p. 121, no. 494-3). Size 2:1.

**FIGURE 4:** Paris, Cabinet des Médailles 174. 3.08 g, 15 mm; 0° (= JENKINS – LEWIS 1963, p. 121, no. 495-2). Size 2:1.
While no apparent connection exists between the Sardinian mercenaries and the iconography of the bull type in their coinage, there is evidence that the image of the bull had ideological importance for the Libyans, whose economy depended upon farming and animal husbandry. Cattle was a major resource for them, as may be inferred from Orosius’ mention of the capture of 20,000 head of cattle by the Carthaginians in a reprisal against the indigenous Africans who had supported Regulus c. 256 B.C. This coin type also fits well within a repertoire of ‘agricultural’ reverse designs (including the plough and the corn ears) used in North Africa during the Libyan revolt. Therefore the bull could be regarded as a signifier of Libyan cultural identity. The significance of the bull type in Sardinia, on the other hand, is less clear.

Since the soldiers who revolted in Sardinia in 241 B.C. are said to have been inspired by the rebellion of their comrades in North Africa, which


16 Orosius 4.9.6: *Hamilcar dux Poenorum cum exercitu in Numidiam Mauretaniamque missus postquam hostili cruenterque in universos egit, cur Regulum libenter suscepisse dicerentur: mille argenti talentis et viginti milibus boum reliquis condemnavit; principes autem omnium populorum patibulo suffixit.* I owe this reference to CAMPS 1960, p. 117. Orosius (who wrote the most complete account of the First Punic War according to FABBRI 1979, p. 228) is the only textual source about this episode: see ARNAUD-LINDET 1991, p. 34, n. 4.
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quickly became an all-out war of the Libyan people against Carthage, it is conceivable that they may have adopted the Libyan bull type for their coins because of its anti-Carthaginian connotations. However, a standing bull type is found only on a rare bronze issue belonging to the second phase in the coinage of the Libyan revolt. In this phase, which began c. 240-239 B.C. according to H. R. Baldus\textsuperscript{19}, the Libyan rebels minted coins bearing non-Carthaginian types with the legend ΛΙΒΥΩΝ, including three billon and bronze issues with a charging bull on the reverse\textsuperscript{20}. But the mercenaries in Sardinia probably struck coins from the start of their rebellion, given the affinities between the Sardinian electrum half shekels of the heavier variety and those minted in North Africa c. 241 B.C. Consequently, the bull type on the Sardinian electrum ought to predate that on the Libyan bronze. That the head of the bull on the Sardinian electrum is in profile view, whereas that on the Libyan bronze is facing frontally, also indicates that the Sardinian type was derived from a different model. Yet another distinctive feature of the bull type on the Sardinian electrum is what Jenkins and Lewis described as ‘the curious triangular shape which appears on the bull’s flank’. They interpreted it as a ‘triangular-shaped ornament’, ‘possibly ... to be regarded as a brand-mark’, even though G. Macdonald had suggested in his catalogue of the Hunterian coin collection that it may be a Greek alphabetical letter\textsuperscript{21}. A re-examination of the half shekel in Glasgow (Fig. 2), whose reverse is the least worn of the 6 extant specimens, has shown that this feature does indeed resemble a Greek letter, possibly an alpha rather than a delta, as Macdonald proposed. The presence of an alpha would also invite comparison with the coinage of the Libyan revolt, since this letter (with a broken cross-bar) is found on billon issues of the Libyans\textsuperscript{22}. But the evidence is inconclusive, and it is baffling that a letter or control mark would be placed upon the body of the bull instead of being in the field on the reverse, as on the Libyan issues. In view of these considerations, it is unlikely that the iconography of the Sardinian electrum was influenced by that of Libyan coins.

\textsuperscript{19} Baldus 2008, p. 135.
\textsuperscript{21} Jenkins – Lewis 1963, p. 51, no. 4; Macdonald 1905, p. 492, no. 130.
\textsuperscript{22} Robinson 1956, p. 12-13; cf. Manganaro 1992, p. 93-94 (issues A, B, D); Zimmermann 2001, p. 238, nos. 1–4; Alexandropoulos 2007, p. 373-374, nos. 50, 52a, 52c, 53 var., 54.
A situation of emergency in Sardinia could have been the most immediate cause for the minting of electrum: according to Polybius, a new contingent of troops was sent by the Carthaginians to regain control of the island, and ended up joining the rebels. F. Guido has suggested that the issue of half shekels may in fact be related to this defection. If so, ironically, the rebellious mercenaries could have struck these coins to pay off incoming mercenaries — although total output does not appear to have been substantial. The half shekels of reduced weight and fineness bearing the letters mem and gimel may have been minted shortly after those of the heavier and finer variety, to which they are die-linked.
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**ABSTRACT**

The author re-examines an issue of electrum half shekels bearing a standing bull on the reverse. Minted in Sardinia by the mercenaries who rebelled from Carthage at the end of the First Punic War, it is known by two varieties. Since the gold content of the heavier and finer variety approaches that of electrum half shekels minted in North Africa in the first phase of the Libyan revolt of 241-238 B.C., the Sardinian electrum may also have been struck at this time. The bull type on the Sardinian electrum probably was not derived from that on Libyan bronze coins which were minted in the second phase of this revolt.

**RÉSUMÉ**

L'auteur réexamine une émission de demi-shekels en électrum qui portent un taureau debout sur le revers. Exécutée en Sardaigne par des mercenaires qui s’étaient rebelliés contre Carthage vers la fin de la première guerre punique, cette frappe est connue sous deux formes. Comme la teneur en or de la forme plus lourde et plus fine est proche de celle des demi-shekels en électrum frappés en Afrique du Nord au moment de la première phase de la révolte lybienne de 241-238 a. Chr., il est probable que la monnaie de Sardaigne ait été frappée en même temps. Le type de taureau de la monnaie en électrum de Sardaigne ne derive probablement pas de celui qu’on trouve sur les bronzes de Libye frappées dans la deuxième phase de cette révolte.
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